An analysis of revertants of missense mutants in phage P22 has shown: (i) New temperature-sensitive (TS) and cold-sensitive (CS) Temperature-sensitive and cold-sensitive mutants allow an investigator to modulate protein activity in vvo and in vitro simply by varying the temperature. Such mutants thereby greatly aid in the analysis of biochemical and developmental events at the molecular, cellular, and organismic levels (1-7).
Temperature-sensitive and cold-sensitive mutants allow an investigator to modulate protein activity in vvo and in vitro simply by varying the temperature. Such mutants thereby greatly aid in the analysis of biochemical and developmental events at the molecular, cellular, and organismic levels (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) .
For conditional-lethal mutants, nonpermissive conditions provide an absolute selection for further mutation, since only revertant individuals can grow. Such revertants need not be true wild type; rather, they may have acquired suppressors-new mutations that act so as to correct, replace, or bypass the original defect.
The analysis of suppressors has proved to be of great value in diverse biological investigations (8) . However, such analysis is operationally difficult if the suppressors under investigation lack characteristic phenotypes of their own-phenotypes that are expressed independent of the original mutations.
In this paper, we demonstrate, using bacteriophage P22, that new mutations with temperature-sensitive and cold-sensitive phenotypes frequently appear among the revertants of existing missense mutants. Our experiments were undertaken with two principles in mind. (i) Suppressors are often missense mutations (8, 9) . (ii) Missense mutations often confer cold-sensitive or temperature-sensitive phenotypes (2) . We therefore expected, and found, that some revertants of existing missense mutants would contain suppressor mutations that produce cold-sensitive or temperature-sensitive phenotypes in and of themselves. Abbreviations: TS, temperature-sensitive phenotype; ts, genetic determinant of TS phenotype; CS, cold-sensitive phenotype; cs, genetic determinant of CS phenotype.
MATERIALS. AND METHODS
Phage, Bacteria, and Media. The following mutations of bacteriophage P22 have been described (4,10): cl-7, 13-amH101 (in our notation, the gene designation precedes the allele designation; thus, l3-amH101 means that amH101 is an allele of gene 13), lamH21, 1-amH58, 8 -amN26, 1-amN23, 2-csH22, 2-csH59, 1-csH139, 5-csH126, 12-ts12.1, 3-tsRH203, 3-ts3.1, 2-ts2.1, 1-ts1.1, 5-tsN26, 5-tsN105, 8-tsN102, and 10-ts10. 1. 1-csRH21D was selected as an am+ revertant of amH21. 8-csRN26D was selected as an am+ revertant of amN26. 1-csH137 was erroneously reported to be in gene 8 in an earlier publication (4) . Bacterial strains are derivatives of Salmonella typhimurium LT2. DB53 and its amber suppressor derivative DB74, and DB21 and its amber suppressor derivative DB28, have been described (10) . DB7000 is leu-am, a derivative of DB21. DB7004 is a derivative of DB7000 that contains the su+ allele of DB74. DB7002 is a derivative of DB7000 that contains the su+ allele of DB28. LB broth, nutrient agar, X plates, and buffered saline have been described (11) .
Genetic Mapping, Complementation Tests, and Genetic Crosses. All newly isolated cs and ts mutations were mapped by the methods of efficiency of plating or permissive rescue on prophage deletion strains (12) . Any mutation that was not shown by deletion mapping to be between known markers in a known gene was assigned to a complementation group after tests against known amber alleles by the complementation in liquid culture method (10) . Genetic crosses were performed as described (10 Table 3 . Three chains of revertants
therefore, comprise a chain of revertants in which each member is related by reversion to its predecessor. Three such chains are shown in Table 3 . One of the chains contains only extragenic revertants, one contains only intragenic revertants, and one contains both. They illustrate clearly that several conditional-lethal mutations can be generated from a single-missense mutant by sequential rounds of reversion. DISCUSSION The analysis of suppressors-mutations that can remedy the defects caused by other mutations-has been of value in the study of protein interaction, protein synthesis, and gene control (8, 14) . However, a severe liability to the general use of suppressor analysis has derived from the fact that a suppressor typically does not have a phenotype in its own right. A suppressor whose only phenotype is an effect on another mutation's phenotype can only be observed in the presence of that other mutation, and so the examination of the suppressor itself is difficult. In the experiments reported in this paper, we have confined our attention to phage that have acquired, in the process of reversion, new mutations that restore growth at one temperature and are lethal at another. The conditional-lethal phenotypes of the new mutations, in turn, allowed us to show by standard genetic methods that in many instances the new mutation is in a gene other than the one in which the original mutation lies. Having confined our attention to conditional-lethal mutations, we are in a position to take advantage of their additional virtues: they can be crossed into diverse genetic backgrounds at will, they can be used in temperature-shift experiments in vivo and in vitro (15) , and they can-be used in schemes of enzyme or protein-complex purification (16, 17) .
What is the probability that a revertant has a new phenotype? Of nine CS mutants examined, eight yielded temperaturesensitive revertants, whereas only four of 13 TS mutants tested yielded cold-sensitive revertants (Table 1) . In -addition, we had to examine only a few CS+ revertants of each coldsensitive mutant in order to obtain temperature-sensitives, but we had to examine many TS+ revertants of each temperature-sensitive mutant in order to find any cold-sensitives at all. If we pool the data for all nine CS mutants, we find that they yielded about one temperature-sensitive revertant per 20 total revertants (nine CS+TS revertants out of 183 CS+). A pooling of the data for the 13 TS mutants shows about one cold-sensitive revertant per 100 total revertants (six TS+CS out of 790 TS+). As shown by Tables 1 and 2 , most of the revertants with new phenotypes carry suppressors. It must be stressed that these frequencies were obtained by examining independently arising revertants. Screening many revertants from a single mutant stock has not, in general, been so successful, probably because most of the revertants in each stock have a common ancestor (18) .
We do not know why CS mutants revert to temperaturesensitivity more readily than TS mutants revert to cold-sen-sitivity. It might simply reflect a relative rarity of genetic sites that can mutate to produce cold-sensitivity. Or it might indicate an intrinsic difference in the structural nature of cold-sensitive and temperature-sensitive mutant proteins. For example, temperature-sensitive proteins might typically be in disordered conformations at nonpermissive temperature, whereas cold-sensitive proteins might typically be in fixed, but inactive, conformations (19, 20) . The structure at nonpermissive temperature, in turn, ought to influence the kinds of second-site mutations that could restore function (21) .
How do our suppressors work? We do not yet know how any of our suppressors restores growth. It is worth noting, however, that for all but one of our extragenic revertants, the suppressor is in a gene whose product is known to interact physically with the parental gene product (13) . It is therefore an attractive possibility for the mechanism of suppression that the parental mutation and the suppressor mutation alter sites of mutual protein/ protein interaction. By this hypothesis, the parental mutation destroys or distorts an interaction, and the suppressor produces a compensating alteration that restores the interaction. An intragenic suppressor produces a compensating alteration in the parental protein itself (9); an extragenic suppressor produces a compensating alteration in another protein that is in physical contact with the parental protein (22, 23) . The hypothesis that the functional defect in a mutant protein can be corrected by physical interaction with another mutant protein finds support in the observation that antibodies can restore activity to some mutant enzymes in vitro (24) , and in the many demonstrations that subunit interaction can restore activity lost by mutation in multimeric enzymes (25, 26) .
Three of our parental mutants-1csH137, 1-amH58, and 8-amN26-give rise to suppressors in gene 5. How might we interpret this in terms of the protein interaction hypothesis? The product of gene 5 (designated P5) is the major structural protein of the phage capsid, and the product of gene 1 (P1) is a structural protein that physically associates with the capsid (13) . A suitable alteration in the structure of P5 might restore an interaction between P5 and P1 that was lost to the parental 1-mutant. Likewise, P5 and P8 interact, and so an alteration in P5 might restore a P5/P8 interaction that was lost to the parental 8-mutant. Thus, the parental/suppressor pairs that we obtained may indicate sites relevant to molecular interaction between P5 and P1 and between P5 and P8. 1. Reversion Generates Mutations Suitable for Temporal Sequencing. We recently described a generally applicable method for determining the temporal order of events in a biological pathway (4). This method requires both ts and cs mutations in the genes of interest. The generation of both ts and cs mutations that affect related functions is intrinsic to the reversion system described in this paper, and so reversion is excellently suited for the acquisition of mutations for use in temporal sequencing.
2. Reversion Does Not Entail Mutagenesis. A hazard of mutagenic treatment is the possible occurrence of double mutants, and the more severe the mutagenesis the greater the risk. Since only revertant individuals will grow in nonpermissive conditions, reversion of conditional-lethal mutants is selective by nature, and so one can use reversion to isolate new mutations without the use of mutagenesis.
3. Reversion Is Function-Specific and Might Be Used to Advantage in Complex Organisms. Reversion by suppression is intrinsically function-specific, since the new mutation must remedy a very particular defect caused by the parental mutation. Even in a complex organism, the number of essential genes that can mutate to suppress any particular mutant phenotype is surely small-much smaller than the total number of essential genes. We therefore believe that the isolation of conditional-lethal suppressors could, in some cases, allow one to zero in on small subsets of essential genes (some of whose products are physically or functionally related) in organisms such as yeast, nematodes, and Drosophila. [We do not expect that every suppressor would affect a protein that is intimately related to the parental gene product (8), but we do suggest that a substantial number would.] Finally, suppressor analysis ought to be especially useful for investigating proteins that engage in strong noncovalent interactions with one another. These include not only the structural proteins (such as those in phage particles), but also the many enzymes that function as members of multi-protein complexes (27, 28) .
